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________________________________________________________________________________

Page 1 (Panel 1 – Splash Page)
Showing The Chaos Syndicate team a collective force, standing in the middle is Samael Hawks, as 
the team stands around him from both sides.

Samael Hawks, suave looking, white, shirt several buttons open with no tie, formal pants and shoes. 
Short dark brown hair, with a long necklace seen hanging down which a oval shape stone at the end  
- which is his rare hematite, the inter dimensional key and his symbiotic power.  Standing next to 
him is Lara Goddess of the Black Sun, surrounded by electron energy, hands opened up as strings of 
electrical bolts flow between both hands – her eyes are onyx black.  Lara's out fit is contemporary, 
designer, sexy, but not overly sexy.  Runway model like.  She has a sexy, mischievous smile on her 
face.  Spectral is standing on the other side of Samael Hawks, she is wearing her skintight superhero 
style suit, aerodynamic looking. Hair tightly clipped back into a pony tail.  Hands down by her 
sides, slightly open, fingers outwards, a reddish hue emits from her palms.  Which is her ability to 
blast gamma radiation.  Close to her and leaning against Spectral is Vengeance, dressed in long 
leather trench coat, tightly fitted combat attire, carrying various guns, strapped to either side of her 
hip holsters, 50mm sniper rifle slung over her back, boot strap combat knife attached to her right 
leg.  Serious demure, but with a feminine look.  A vigilante and lover of Spectral.  Damien 
Sampson, Luke Cage looking but not bald, African American  tough guy, wearing work/combat 
boots, workout pants, lycra, upper clothing over muscular frame is a supportive suit  to support his 
powerful robotic arms.  Robotic arms are visible, clean, similar to Misty's robotic hand from 
Daughters of the Dragon.  He is also carrying a black baseball bat, slung over his shoulder. 



________________________________________________________________________________
Page 2 (5 panels)

Panel 1.
Evening in New York City – present time. Moving down from the cityscape, becoming dark, street 
lights illuminate the main streets.  

SAMPSON (Narration)

You know nothing is set in stone.  What I mean is, you never know what is the next 
play.  The trick is figuring out how the next play will turn out.  Make sense?  Ok, you 
play chess, the player in front of you he makes a move – in a confined area, sixty 
four squares on a chess board, sixty, a composite number and four also a composite 
number.   That's the play, so you have this space, you can't play outside of it, you 
cannot manipulate the area to make it wider.  You are stuck, to beat the other player 
within those sixty four squares.  You either win or lose.  But, your opponent is stuck 
in that micro universe too.  You find that pattern, that predictable fucking pattern 
humans make – that is how you win.

Panel 2
Flashbacks to  realization of super powers,  whilst serving in the military in  Afghanistan and near 
critical injury (arms blown off).

SAMPSON (Narration) 

I have super powers. A super hero? Well I guess you could call me that.  My powers? 
Well in this confined micro universe I can make a move quicker than you, not only 
that I can guess your move before you make it – I always had that power. Joined the 
military, served in special forces and it wasn't too long for the head honchos and the 
military science division to realize that I wasn't just fluking kills.  But suffice to say, 
in Afghanistan I was injured, both arms blown clean off from the shoulder down.  
Fucked up huh?  You know when you are fucked when you warn the guy flying the 
helicopter that a ground-to-air missile had been fired and we are just sitting ducks. 
So we get blown out of the sky, all dead, except for me. 

Panel 3.
Continued flashbacks of new robotic arms and working for the CIA.

SAMPSON (Narration) 

To cut a long story short, not only did that accident leave me with no arms, but also, 
somehow enhanced my precognitive powers.  How you ask?  Well my brain assesses 
risks far more pronounced now.  Something got knocked into place within my skull – 
it all fits now.  So military scientists ran test after test and realized that they were 
dealing with a potential asset here.  Robotic division, experimenting with robotic 
combative systems – affixed two robot arms – overlay with a new type of synthetic 
skin, grown in labs.  

Point is, I have arms that look no different to a normal arm, apart from the fact they 
have a thousand pounds of strength in both arms, equivalent to one ton.  After all 
this and being briefed by CIA and other government agencies, it was agreed that I 
would be an CIA operative.  Drop me into hot zones, stake them out, figure out the 



next move.  I mean I am still mortal, I take a bullet to the head or another explosion 
and I am fucked. It's just that I know what happens before it happens, as far as 
actions.  I assess, the play, the game theory.  

Panel.4 
Flashback to a recent mission in Iran, as a super-powered operative working for the US 
government.

SAMPSON (Narration) 

Sharpened more when I am under stress, or attacked.  Once when I was scouting a  
town in southern Iran, the plan was to take out a suspected terrorist, who was under 
guard (via the Iranian Army) in a small desert  town.  I make my move, check it, see 
where a good extraction point would be located for the SEAL team to fly 
in and grab this guy, analyze the threat.  Anyway, I get there but I guess you could 
say bad luck, but I am spotted. A sniper takes a shot, he is like ten meters away from 
me – the shot misses.  I run towards him, he yells out, just as he re-loads, I know 
exactly when he is going to pull the trigger. But he is too slow for me.  My running 
speed is even enhanced, by the fact I can asses the quickest point, that and the 
government tested these new enhanced nano-technology drugs on me – speeds up my  
reflexes.  Point is I get to where the sniper is, staring out of a small opening in a 
house on the outskirts of the town.  I punched through the wall. Which also ended 
up punching through his head.  Basically taking his head off his shoulders – and 
exploding it into a bloody mess.  I mean half of ton of power in one punch isn't going  
to give you a broken jaw, rather, you'll have no jaw and probably no head – in this 
guys case, yeah no head.  

Panel 5
End of flashbacks, now present time in New York City,  dark, streetlights, cars pass by, as we focus 
on the outside of a bar.

SAMPSON (Narration) 

Anyway, the military and the government just doesn't pay you enough, especially if 
you got what I have, which is a lot more over the average chump.  So I am 
approached by various private groups, mostly security orientated.  But, this one guy

 looks me up; Samael Hawks.  Then things get really interesting...

________________________________________________________________________________



________________________________________________________________________________

Page 3 (6 panels)

Pane 1
New York City -  2010. 10th Ave Bistro, 694 Ninth Avenue.  Damian Samson meeting with Samael 
Hawks, both men sitting at a table, opposite each other.  Samael Hawks, dressed in a formal white, 
short no tie, sipping from a glass of scotch, opposite him Damien Sampson - African American, 
wearing light brown trench-coat, collar turned up, hands on the table, there is a glass of scotch in 
front of him.

SAMAEL HAWKS
(sipping from his glass of scotch, he begins his meeting with Damian Sampson)

Miami City in the late sixties...a fucking town, hick, dead end town, full off burnt 
out hippies, deadheads.  Fucking bums.  No income going into that city.  Yes, some 
tourism, a little bit of gaming.  But that is it. So you get these guys going down there 
a running marijuana out of Colombia, shit-loads...straight into Miami.  Marijuana, 
disgusting drug I hate it, anyways...Money starts to flow, a trickle, then a wave.  
Problem is, Marijuana grows everywhere.  You import that and some enterprising 
person decides to plant a crop near his house, he is your competition. But, then the 
Colombians add some Cocaine to the imports, just a little bit...a few ounces here and 
there, just to test the market.  BOOM! It takes off, timed with the excessiveness of 
the nineteen seventies.  Economic good times, within five years, the whole city just 
takes off.  You've been there?

Panel 2

 SAMPSON
(looking at Samael Hawks, with a blank expression, doesn't drink from scotch glass)

No

Panel 3

SAMAEL HAWKS

Well imagine this, a nothing town, grows to a high-rise metropolis in five years, from 
what?  Tourism?  Did they find oil down there?  No.  Cocaine.  The whole city 
benefits. In fact when America went down the toilet in 1973.  Oil crisis, bang, the 
country sinks.  You have high unemployment, a mess, cities from Detroit to New 
York crumble.  But Miami boomed, banks open up, car dealers flew down there 
opened up shop.  It missed the recession, missed the economic heartache.  Beautiful 
economic brutality, albeit illegal, but that is the crux of a capitalist system.  You 
make money, others don't.



Panel 4
Samael Hawks takes a drink from his glass.  He looks at Damien Samson and smiles.  Samael 
Hawks has dark brown hair, cropped, blueish gray eyes, handsome guy in his late thirties. 

SAMAEL HAWKS

But here is the flip-side.  The beauty in this duality can turn to brutality very quickly, 
the point where you think you have it good...but it ends up going bad.  You take it to 
the top, know when to get out...

SAMPSON

You referring to the once murder capital of the world...Miami.

Panel 5
Samael Hawks smiles and takes another sip from his whiskey.

SAMAEL HAWKS

Yeah...Mid seventies, it all goes pear shaped.  Greed kicks in, the Colombians fight 
with the Cubans, the Cubans fight with the Colombians...innocent bystanders get  
caught in the cross fire. Mayhem.  Body count per year for at least five years, was a 
six hundred dead, murdered, cut up...whatever. Then the government steps in, shuts it 
down, I mean a conspiracy theory could be, that the government could have shut this 
down early on.  They let it build slightly, I mean the money down there at the time, 
phenomenal.  But they shut it-down after public outrage at the Miami body-count - 
military style, convert style. They cracked the Colombian gangs. I mean half those 
guys were paranoid whack-jobs in the end anyway.  Didn't take much...”

Panel 6
Focused shot on Damien Sampson, as he sips from the whiskey glass, looking at Samael Hawks.

 SAMPSON (Narration)

So I am sitting with this guy, this good looking man called Samael Hawks, drinking 
my whiskey, thinking.  What is his angle?  He calls me, organizes this meeting, 
knows about me. My background.  But my instincts sense no threat.  He isn't a con 
man and at this point I could probably break his neck with my thumb and index 
finger.  So I sit and listen to him. But he is curious, he talks with a rhythm, a point.  I 
am seen enough and heard enough to know what is insinuating, or the sub-context.  
Makes an interesting evening I guess.

________________________________________________________________________________



Page 4 (7 panels).

Panel 1
Samael Hawks still holding his whiskey glass, sips and turns in the direction of two women, 
stylishly dressed walk pass him to sit at the bar, he is concluding his dialogue with Sampson. 

SAMAEL HAWKS

The world, where we live, what we see...It's all bullshit. You have seen things.  You 
been in the military.  The thing is, we know it is bullshit, but at the same time we 
want to believe...A purpose, a point.  Something to cling on to say a wife, family...So 
do you have a wife or family?

SAMPSON  

No  I don't, my dad lives upstate, mom down here in the city.  But that is it.

SAMAEL HAWKS

Good.  You see, that is reality from the bullshit.  Kinda, I mean it starts as a kick in 
the guts of reality.  Then the bullshit eventually settles in, but that is later...Point is, I 
say good.  Because at this point in your life...Family can be a drag.  Hold you back.  
The bullshit now, what I have to deal with, is what you are dealing with...

Panel 2.
Samson looking perplexed and also curious at what Samael Hawks is actually referring too.

SAMPSON

I don't know what you are talking about.

SAMAEL HAWKS
(Samael Hawks leans back, puts his glass back on the table and looks at Samson.)

I am putting a team together, private set up, contracted to official channels...well 
somewhat.  Meaning?  A collective of individuals, all different, but all working for 
the same ideal.

SAMPSON
 ...and the bullshit you were referring to?

Panel 3.
SAMAEL HAWKS

We have to sort it, deal with it, keep it from piling up too much.  And there is a lot of 
it...We have all seen it, different levels of bullshit. All I am saying, we keep that at 
bay.  What I am setting up is a different game...  

(Samael Hawks says smiling at Samson)
...bullshit free, that's the deal.”



Panel 4.
Samson leans back in his chair, thinking to himself, whilst sipping from the scotch glass.

SAMPSON (Narration)

He wants me to join this team, a team full of people like myself, with powers?  I 
guess fact is stranger than fiction.  Does Samael have powers?  Something about this  
guy, kinda smooth operator, but something else, something lurking.  

Panel 5.

SAMPSON

A team?  You head it...Your thing?

SAMAEL HAWKS

Yes, it's my thing, but as a team, it might be something you have never experienced 
before.  It's not military or even close to military and I use the term police force very 
loosely. We run the show as a unit, independent but part of one force, a collective 
entity.  Governed by your own decisions.  I just coordinate it.  Keep it running 
smoothly.

Panel 6.

SAMPSON

Who else is in this team

SAMAEL HAWKS

Well three others including myself, the three others are females.

SAMPSON

Women?
  

SAMAEL HAWKS

Yes.

Panel 7.
 Samael Hawks says as he takes another sip, holds the glass up and points at Samson.
  

SAMAEL HAWKS

You have a problem with that?



SAMPSON

 No, but are they any good? I mean women aren't normally up front in combat roles.

________________________________________________________________________________
 
Page 5 (7 panels)

Panel 1.
Samael Hawks rolls his eyes and places the glass back onto the table.  

SAMAEL HAWKS

My friend, you have no idea what you about to get yourself involved with, this team, 
like I said, is nothing you have ever experienced before.  Fuck the military idealism.  
Combat?    Jeez, that is for the average Joe.  We are something else. You for example 
are no longer in the army, looking for the next stage, next play.  With what you have 
super human speed, reflexes, you can work out a physical movement from an 
opponent before an opponent makes that move...to top it off you have one thousand 
pounds of strength in both your arms, equivalent to one ton of power.  This is a new 
game now, different level, different sophistication...Women, you gotta respect.  Now 
as we sit here, I'll tell you this the best players, combat, Art of War and Sun Tzu shit 
whatever...are women.  Tactical fucking geniuses.  The problem is men fear that, 
create religions, political systems, even aspects of capitalism to suppress women.  
They deal with it, women that is...adapt and sucker punch us back...with sex.  
Masters of that game.  Point is, the women that work in this team...” 

Panel 2.
Samael Hawks pauses looks around the smallish club noticing two women sitting at a bar and two 
men sitting some meters away from them, looking back to Samson. 

...are in a whole different league.”

Panel 3.
Hawks sits back, gulps down the last of the whiskey in the glass, looks over at the waiter and points 
to his glass – for anther refill.  

SAMAEL HAWKS

Another one for you Samson?

SAMPSON
 No, I am good. So what now

Panel 4.
 Samael Hawks takes out a card and gives it to Samson.  Looking at  the card he sees Samael 
Hawks's name, he also sees written atop of the card : THE CHAOS SYNDICATE.  Samson also 
sees a phone number.

SAMAEL HAWKS

 What now?  Now?  As relative to the present as opposed to the past and the future.  



This is now. 
 Panel 5.
The waiter brings over another scotch whiskey and places it down on the table, replacing Samael 
Hawks finished glass.

SAMAEL HAWKS 

You think about it Samson and call me...
Panel 6.
 Samson gets up and leans across and shakes Samael Hawks hand

SAMAEL HAWKS 
(He says smiling)

 That's quite a grip.
SAMPSON

(Smiling back at Samael Hawks)

Yeah it is...I'll think about it, your offer joining this Chaos Syndicate team.
  

Panel 7.

The waiter brings another glass of scotch to the table as Sampson stands up to, ready to leave the 
bar.

SAMAEL HAWKS 

I hope to hear from you.

________________________________________________________________________________

Page 6. (9 Panels)

Panel 1

Large shot showing American Airlines 747 flying late night, dark, with stars illuminating the sky,

Somewhere over the Gulf of Mexico, American Airlines 747 flying at 30,000 feet. 
2005 1:00am Friday morning.  

Panel 2.
Show interior of plane, moving down the aisle, passengers are either a sleep or reading under 
individual reading lights.

Panel 3.

Now moving closer to the passenger toilet cubicle at the end of the aircraft.  



Panel 4.
Showing interior of toilet cubical where Lara Christine is trying to hold back her moans.  Behind 
her is a man, pants down to his ankles with his white briefs on top of the crumbled heap. But still 
wearing his shirt and shoes.  

Panel 5.
The man is thrusting away from behind.  Leaning over the cramped area and over Lara, the side of 
his face close to hers.  But she is oblivious, eyes shut as she meets his thrusts.  Banging her buttocks 
onto his pelvis.  Lara bites her lip to try and suppress her moans

LARA CHRISTINE  

Ah...fuck, yes...Ah...harder. Ah fuck I am going to come...” (Lara says as quietly as 
she can.)  

Panel 6.  
They both move together in a rigorous manner.  Both of them about to come.  The man orgasms.  
Leaning back and holding Lara's buttocks as he drives one last hard pump into her.  Lara then 
comes. 

LARA CHRISTINE  

`Ah fucking god damn!...Ah, Ah, oh fuck, Oh my god... 

Panel 7.
Panting they stay connected as he leans onto her.  The small space, which is the airplane toilet  
cubical, can barely fit two people.  But for this moment of lust, it seem to accommodate.  Both of  
them are panting.  The man tries to straighten out as he rolls off the condom from his placid penis. 
He holds it up.  Lara just looks at it. 

Panel 8.
LARA CHRISTINE

  (Slightly flustered and still panting)
What do you want me to do with it? 

MAN  
(He says looking worried.)

Um, where do I put it? 
Panel 9.

LARA CHRISTINE
 (Lara says smiling as she buttons up her blouse and straightens her  skirt.) 

In your pocket.  

________________________________________________________________________________



Page 7.

Panel 1
Show shot of Lara in cramped toilet cubicle, now dressed in her air hostess uniform, fixing her hair  
and looking into the mirror.  Not looking at the man she replies

LARA CHRISTINE

Just joking, flush it down the toilet.

Panel 2
Man still holding then semen filled condom, looking over  at the small toilet seat.  

MAN

 Where will it go? 

LARA CHRISTINE
 (Lara rolls her eyes.)

 
Look, just flush it...It will turn into a sperm filled ice Popsicle.  Don't worry.  It will 
explode once it hits the ground...um I think we are still over water. So It may just  
evaporate.  Just don't leave it in here!”

Panel 3.
They both try and angle around, face to face as he moves around and drops the condom into the 
toilet.  He then leans over and flushes the toilet.  A blue mixture washes over the bowel as the toilet  
opening sucks down the used condom – disappearing into oblivion.  

LARA CHRISTINE

  Ok, you go out first...I'll stay here for a few minutes. Then leave.  Remember no 
talky about this to anyone.  This gets back to company and I won't have a job.

Panel 4.
The man lifts his hand and brushes his hair back.  Lara looks at his wedding ring then at him.  
Looking into his eyes, he then looks at his wedding ring and then at Lara.  As though aware that she  
could also inform his wife – if  need be.   As an insurance policy or a threat  against  any male 
bragging.

Yeah...No problems.  Um...Of course I won't say anything.

Panel 5.
The man pulls up his briefs and pants, fixes his belt.  Then, squeezes around Lara opening the toilet 
door.  Looking out he leaves.  Lara still standing in the toilet cubicle quickly flips the lock. 

Panel 6.
Looks at her watch, thinking that she should give it about a minute, then leave. There are only two 
air hostesses on duty for this section -  business class, shouldn't be a problem.  They are too focused 
on the resting passengers to notice anything.



Panel 8.
Lara looks at her watch again, passing one minute she then flicks the lock to open and opens the 
toilet door.  Standing in front of her is one of her work colleagues Jenny Swatzner – a fellow air 
hostess.

Panel 7.

JENNY SWATZNER

 “A passenger heard sounds from this toilet...Like someone was being sick, 
groaning...or in pain.”

________________________________________________________________________________

Page 8.

Panel 1.

LARA CHRISTINE

 Really?  Well it wasn't me! (Lara says smiling, trying to be sincere as possible.)

 JENNY SWATZNER

   Oh well, I guess that person is feeling better. 

Panel 2.
Lara nods trying to make her way back to her seat with the other air-hostesses.  

“Yeah, might have been a five minute tummy bug...And it's passed.”

Panel 3.
Lara returns to her designated air-hostess seat, she sits, looks out the window and thinks to herself.

LARA CHRISTINE (Narration)

Shit that was close.  Can't lose this job, just yet, plus a on-the-spot sacking just 
doesn't look good for further job prospects.  But fuck I needed that, I really did.  I  
know what you are thinking, so am I easy?  Would I fuck anyone?  Well no, I am not 
that easy.  I make the call, as far as who I have sex with and it isn't just anybody.  
Some guys just do it for me, I don't know, it's hard to explain.  Something about a 
certain man, the way he looks, his smell, different cues.  Gets me going.  Also I hate 
exhibitionism, I am not one of those people that brag, put photos up on the internet –  
expose myself to the world.  That is screaming desperation.  For me, I guess being a 
certified nymphomaniac, insecurity doesn't exist as far as sex and obtaining it.  
Which is easy.  If you want to pick up a guy and have sex with him, pertaining to 
what you like and feel safe around – it, sex that is,  happens very quickly.  But like I 
said I am choosy, choice meaning it takes me a few minutes to work out who is ok 
and who is not.  Maybe I have tapped those primitive human caveman (and cave-
woman) instincts.  You know, who is a good mate and who is not.  Sans, the 



biological aspect, trust me,  I don't want to get pregnant, nor be a life partner to the 
men I have sex with.  And before you ask, no, I don't like group sex.  Or multiple 
partners, yes I have tried it.  But, what does it for me, is raw sexual energy just 
myself and the other person.  For me, nothing beats it. It's just that I want it all the 
time.

Panel 4.
Mexico City,  August 12th 2005. 5:00am, early morning.  Show shot of Hilton/hotel in Mexico City. 
Twilight forming on the horizon.  Lara is now in her hotel room

Panel 5.

Show Lara looking over downtown Mexico from her hotel room window at the endless stream of 
traffic.    

Panel 6 and Panel 7
She then looks over at the double bed and decides to sleep, with two back to back flights now 
catching up with her Lara a few hours of sleep time is. She strips off to her bra and panties pulls the 
covers back and slumps down.  Almost instantly sleep hits her, a deep sleep, a dreamlike sleep.

________________________________________________________________________________

Page 9 (6 panels)

Panel 1.
Lara enters a dream, she stands looking at a universe spinning in front of her, it appears close.  A 
galaxy of stars, hallucination like.  She then finds her self looking at a massive Aztec Pyramid, 
waves of electron energy emits around her and the Pyramid and universe.  Lara then walks towards 
a naked version of her self,  from behind,  she sees the other  Lara,  hands outstretched, electron 
energy flowing flowing hands and back into her.  She continues to approach.  Suddenly the other 
Lara turns around, staring at her.  The other Lara's eyes are onyx black.

Panel 2.
Several hours later Lara suddenly awakes.  

LARA CHRISTINE

Wow what a dream! 

Panel 3.
Quickly getting out of bed, noticing that it is becoming dark outside as night falls across Mexico 
City.    Looking for a pad and a pen.  She picks up a pen and starts to draw onto the Hotel note pad. 

Panel 4. 
Concentrating, she starts to draw what looks like an Aztec pyramid, above the Milky Way Galaxy.

LARA CHRISTINE

Now, they say one should document your dreams...The one I had was fucking 
crazy.



Panel 5.
 She finishes the drawing holding the pad up, with the street lights illuminating her room.  She then  
looks up at the stars which are barely visible from her hotel window.   Amazed that she has slept 
over twelve hours.

Fuck! Look at the time!  
Panel 6
Placing the pad and pen down, Lara quickly rushes to have a shower.  She plans to go out tonight, 
or at least to the bar downstairs in the foyer.

________________________________________________________________________________

Page 10 (7 Panels).

Panel 1
Show Lara getting dressed,  she slips on her Gucci min skirt, cotton silk and a bronze leather band  
around the hem. Also wearing her sleeveless gold colored drape top.  Lara fixes a pair of gold loop 
earrings, she then sprays some perfume around her neck.  

Panel 2
Looking at the mirror she is ready to go out.

Panel 3
Two hours later at the bar situated in the foyer area of the Hotel, it was not long after that Lara gets  
chatting to a man sitting at the bar, his name; Juan Cortez.  A young archaeologist, who happens to  
be on a research trip studying artifacts in Mexico.  At this point Lara is already more than tipsy and 
is leaning into Juan at the bar.  Her leg brushing up against his. 

LARA CHRISTINE

So where you from?

JUAN CORTEZ

Well my dad is Cuban, my mother Mexican.  I grew up in Chicago, attended 
university and this is what I do, explore the rich and incredible past of the South 
American Maya's and Aztecs.

Panel 4.
Lara takes a gulp from her cosmopolitan cocktail.  She places the glass down.

Panel 5.

LARA CHRISTINE

Yeah!  You know I had this weird dream before, really weird... (she says excitedly, 
albeit in a tipsy and becoming more drunk manner.) 



Panel 6.

LARA CHRISTINE

...The Galaxy, what it's called...Um, the Milky Way... (she begins to laugh.) 

Panel 7.
Leaner closer to Juan, she is tipsy, becoming more drunk.

LARA CHRISTINE

...What a fucking stupid name...anyway. It was so clear, just spinning, I mean it 
looked like it was spinning...The stars, it was like I was there

________________________________________________________________________________

Page 10

JUAN CORTEZ

Sounds interesting.  A vivid dream.

LARA CHRISTINE 

Yeah,  but  you  know  those  buildings  in  the  jungle...Out  there...(Lara  swings  her  arm  around 
pointing towards the door,  as she does she knocks off  the empty cocktail  glass.  In falls  to the  
ground, shattering.)


